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Abstract

The matrix-based representations commonly used in MIR tasks are

often di�cult to interpret. This work introduces start-end (SE)

diagrams and start(normalized)-length (SNL) diagrams, two novel

structure-based representations for sequential music data. Inspired by

methods from topological data analysis, both SE and SNL diagrams

come equipped with e�ciently computable and stable metrics. Utilizing

SE or SNL diagrams as input, we address the cover song task for

score-based data with high accuracy. While both representations are

concisely defined and flexible, SNL diagrams in particular address issues

introduced by commonly used resampling methods.

Summary of Algorithm

After creating AHs for all songs in a given dataset, we use SE and
SNL diagrams to address the cover song task as follows:
1 Transform AHs to SE or SNL diagrams;
2 Compute distances between pairs of SE or SNL diagrams;
3 Mark mutual nearest neighbors as cover song pairs.
Code and processed data are publicly available at https://
github.com/MelissaMcguirl/SE_SNL_analysis.git.

Experimental Results

Dataset:
• Method applied to 52 Mazurka scores by Chopin downloaded in

**kern format from KernScore online database ([1]).
• Each score produces an expanded version and a non-expanded

version.
• In the cover song task, the goal is to match the expanded and

non-expanded versions of each song.

Cover Song Task Performance:
Mean Median Min. Max.

Precision 0.847 0.873 0.622 1.0SE Recall 0.545 0.538 0.519 0.577
Precision 0.963 0.976 0.818 1.0SNL Recall 0.778 0.779 0.731 0.865

Precision 0.9511 0.9808 0.840 1.0AsH Recall 0.771 0.754 0.692 0.882
Table 1: Statistics for mutual nearest neighbor matching over combinations of
thresholds, shingles, and metrics.

Motivation and Overview

In [3] and [4], repeated structures are identified within songs by computing the self-dissimilarity matrix (SDM) and creating Aligned Hierarchies
(AHs) or Aligned Sub-Hierarchies (AsH). The metric for AHs can only be used for the fingerprint task, while AsH can be used for the cover
song task. However, only a small percentage of songs have an AsH representation. Although these methods yield precise results, they are
computationally expensive and rigid. In this work, we introduce SE and SNL diagrams to overcome to limitations of AHs and AsH, and to
address the cover song task with higher accuracy.
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Figure 1: Thresholded SDM
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Figure 2: Aligned Hierarchies
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Figure 3: SE diagram
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Figure 4: SNL diagram (– = 1)

• The SE diagram corresponding to AHs with N repeated structures is defined as a collection of points {(si, ei)}N
i=1 µ R2

+, where si and ei are
the start and end times, respectively, of the ith repeated structure.

• The time scale in SE diagrams is adjusted so that time zero refers to the start of the first block of the AHs and the song is truncated to end
where the last block of the AHs ends.

• SE diagrams are inspired by persistence diagrams from topological data analysis (see [2]).
• The associated SNL diagram is {(–(si/M), ei ≠ si)}N

i=1, where – is a positive scaling factor and M is a normalization factor (M = max
i

si).
• The SNL normalization acts as a kind of resampling by condensing start times of each song to be on the same scale while preserving the

lengths of the found repetition patterns.

Metrics for SE and SNL Diagrams

We adapt the the bottleneck metric and the
Wasserstein metric for persistence diagrams to
measure distances between SE or SNL diagrams.
Intuitively, these metrics find the optimal
alignment of points between two SE or SNL
diagrams (see Figure 5) and measure cost of the
alignment using an lp metric, where p = Œ for the
Bottleneck metric. To allow for flexibility, points
can also align with s = l for SE diagrams and
s = 0 for SNL diagrams.

Figure 5: Optimal alignment of two SE
diagrams.

Conclusion

SE and SNL diagrams are novel, concisely defined, and
flexible representations for music-based data. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that SE and SNL diagrams
address the cover song task with high accuracy for score-
based data, and these results are robust with respect to
the choice of metric. Moreover, SE diagrams avoid re-
sampling all together, while SNL diagrams resample only
the starting positions of repeated structures. Overall,
SNL diagrams yield the highest accuracy in addressing
the cover song task.
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